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Introduction
Improving the accuracy of forecasting methods is extremely valuable in a plethora of areas 
including (but not limited to) financial trading, as well as anticipating geopolitical patterns 
which are relevant to national policies and economies. This study proposes and examines 
the results of a new trend forecasting method for specific financial security price and asy-
lum seeker datasets. By now, there have been many studies on ways to integrate exoge-
nous variables into existing forecast models in areas such as electricity prices and migrant 
flows [1, 2]. Others have shown the importance of forecasting migrant phenomenon, and 
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the shortcomings of existing methods for forecasting such trends [3]. Additionally, some 
have investigated the use of internet search interest for forecasting purposes. As dem-
onstrated by Yao et al. [4], there is a negative correlation between Google search interest 
and crude oil prices, which even still was shown not to be useful for forecasting purposes. 
Another recent study came to a similar conclusion; as demonstrated by Kim et  al. [5], 
Google search interest is not useful for predicting future abnormal returns on the Nor-
wegian stock market. Other studies have examined the effects which exogenous variables 
such as news frequency have on the prices of financial securities. Lillo et al. [6] demon-
strate a lag time between news sentiment and the trading activity of companies which 
may be useful for anticipating market movements. In their recent paper, Sun et  al. [7] 
introduce an improved vector auto regression model and new applications for neural net-
works for stock forecasting. Lei [8] shows the applicability of a RS–WNN model, a type of 
wavelet neural network, for predicting stock trends. Finally, Ren et al. [9] show the prom-
ising results of integrating exogenous sentiment analysis into machine learning models. 
Virtually all studies that can be found which address similar forecasting topics, recent or 
not, have either attempted to find correlations between exogenous variables and the time 
series of interest or developed new applications of regression models/neural networks. 
However, there is virtually no literature which proposes actually making use of periods 
when the time series is under diminished influence of major known exogenous variables 
altogether to gain insight which can be used to make forecasts.

For the proposed method, a distinction must be made between what will be called 
“primary factors” and “background factors” in this paper. These terms will be used going 
forward. Both primary and background factors are exogenous. Primary factors can gen-
erally be described as those which influence trends in the time series values of interest 
on a nearly immediate timeframe. Background factors affect trends in the time series 
less immediately than primary factors, yet can increase the likelihood of trend changes 
in a way that may not be readily visible in a subjective or objective analysis. The influ-
ence of background factors can be temporarily dominated or canceled out by the effects 
of primary factors but may have a significant chance of ultimately influencing the trend.

The method itself identifies periods of decreased significance in values correlated with 
the main primary factor and observes trends that nonetheless occur in the time series 
in question during those said periods. Presumably, this can further isolate the effects 
attributable to the said background factors.

In the instance of securities trading, news is often the primary exogenous factor which 
causes trading volume (an endogenous variable representing the total number of buyers/
sellers) to spike dramatically and forthwith influence price direction during panic buying 
or selling [10]. A spike in volume is likely correlated with a significant news event such as 
an optimistic announcement about company earnings. When trading volume is low, one 
can often assume a greater likelihood that price movement is not due to reaction to the 
latest relevant or anticipated news, but is instead due to any number of important back-
ground factors which are nonetheless difficult to account for (e.g. insider information, 
policy changes before they make headlines, developments in the greater business sector 
a company operates in, etc.).
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The same concept can also apply to forecasting trend changes in migrant phenom-
enon. The primary factor is assumed to be violence or instability which directly and 
physically displaces populations. Background variables which are much more challeng-
ing to accurately quantify may include population sentiment/morale, local knowledge 
of developing situations, or economic changes before they are officially recorded. A rise 
in emigration even while there was diminished activity in the reports of direct conflict 
may expose the effects of those background factors and signal a proclivity for emigration 
numbers to increase on a longer timeframe.

There are certain limitations to this method. First, it only focuses on forecasting the 
upwards/downwards extrapolation of the trend, rather than a specific prediction inter-
val. Also, it does not reveal what the background factors are, but may only shed light on 
the effect they may be having on the time series of interest.

As was shown by Makridakis et al. [11] the most successful forecasting results from 
the 2018 M4 Forecasting Competition were combinations of forecasting methods. In 
that light, this paper examines the accuracy of the proposed method used alongside sim-
ple (or single) exponential smoothing [12]. The hypothesized result is as follows: using 
the newly proposed method, both in conjunction with exponential smoothing and on 
its own, will yield a higher accuracy rate than exponential smoothing used by itself when 
applied on the same sample size to generate a forecast.

Methods and results
The proposed method of understanding the effects of unknown exogenous variables

The relationship between primary and background exogenous variables and their corre-
sponding endogenous variables can broadly be mapped out as follows:

Series P is the one correlated with the endogenous variable directly representative 
of the primary factor. For this study, series P was the trading volume for the stocks of 
interest or the frequency of conflict reports in Afghanistan. Series T is the time series 
to forecast, i.e. the actual stock price or the number of asylum seekers of Afghan origin 
worldwide. The temporal resolution and timeframe in both series P and T were strictly 
identical in every forecast, an essential prerequisite for the application new method. Fig-
ure 1 outlines the premise of the newly proposed method: when the primary factor (rep-
resented by series P) is less significant, the positive or negative change in the time series 
of interest (series T) may be more attributable to background factors. Subsequently, the 
forecast is based on the effect background factors are presumably having. Each forecast 
is generated by identifying the minimum value in series P (as a percentage the said mini-
mum value represents of the mean of series P) and observing the change that occurs in 
series T at that same point in time (as a percent change from the previous value in series 
T).

In practice, the newly proposed method is defined as follows:
Let PX = min [P1…PN − 1, PN]

where A is the significance of the forecast indicator.

A =
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A greater change in series T while the value of series P is at a  typical minimum will 
result in a higher A value. The change in series T is expressed as absolute value, since any 
change is weighted positively in the final resulting A value. However, whether the change 
in series T was positive or negative must be separately considered in order to determine 
if the forecast is for a rising or declining trend:

When (((TX)–(T(X − 1))) ÷(T(X − 1))) × 100 < 0, the forecast is for a declining trend.
When (((TX)–(T(X − 1)))÷ (T(X − 1))) × 100 ≥ 0, the forecast is for a rising trend.

Simple exponential smoothing

Simple exponential smoothing will be used in the testing process outlined later, and is 
defined as follows:

where α is the smoothing constant (or damping factor), t is the time period, and 0 > α < 1.
For this study, the damping factor α was always 0.9 whenever exponential smoothing 

was applied.

St = αyt− 1+ (1− α)St− 1, t > 0

Fig. 1 A basic map of how the relationship between exogenous and endogenous variables are understood 
in the new method
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Data

The data used was 19 weeks of daily closing prices and trading volume on the 5 stocks 
of interest listed on the NYSE [13] or NASDAQ [14]. These stocks of interest were AA 
(Alcoa Corp.), AAPL, (Apple, Inc.), AMZN (Amazon.com, Inc.), GE (General Electric 
Company), and INTC (Intel Corp.). All market data was sourced from Commodity Sys-
tems, Inc. [15], and accessed via Yahoo Finance [16]. For the asylum seeker forecasts, 
monthly data was used for conflict reports and asylum seekers worldwide originating in 
Afghanistan from 1999 to 2015. Asylum seeker figures were obtained from the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) [17]. The Global Database of 
Events, Language and Tone (GDELT) event database [18] was used to obtain the inter-
net-wide frequency of conflict reports in Afghanistan and queried with standard SQL 
via Google BigQuery [19]. Asylum seeker figures were separately reported by country 
of origin and country of residence in the UNHCR dataset and had to be combined to 
obtain monthly worldwide totals.

Timeframes for forecasting the upwards/downwards extrapolation of the trend

For each stock market forecast, series P always consisted of 5 data points represent-
ing the daily trading volume for each day over the course of 1 business week. Series “T” 
always consisted of the daily closing prices for the same days of that week.

For asylum seeker data, series P always consisted of the total monthly news reports of 
conflict in Afghanistan for 1 year, and series T represented monthly asylum seekers of 
Afghan origin worldwide for that same year.

For stocks, the forecasting horizon was for 1 week ahead (Friday through Friday). For 
asylum seeker data, the forecasting horizon was for 1  year ahead (December through 
December). More specifically, the forecast only anticipated if the following discrete Fri-
day or December value would be greater than or less than the previous Friday or Decem-
ber value (the last value in the time series used to actually generate the forecast). It did 
not, for example, anticipate if the mean value of the next week or year would rise or 
decline. For stocks, the training period was from 4/2/2018 to 6/22/2018, and the test-
ing period was from the week of 7/9/2018 to 9/10/2018. If a week contained a holiday 
on which the market was closed, that week was omitted from the training or testing 
period. Therefore, there were always 9  weeks of testing for stocks. For asylum seeker 
data, the training period ranged from January 1999 through December 2005, and the 
testing period ranged from 2006 to 2014. The training period was used to establish the 
mean and minimum accurate A value for each dataset, essential for the testing process 
detailed later.

All forecast training and testing was done with the constraint of using 1 week of stock 
data to anticipate the trend 1 week ahead, and 1 year of refugee data to anticipate the 
trend 1 year ahead.

Working examples

For additional clarity regarding the newly proposed method, two examples of the newly 
proposed method are provided below.

For the data in the Fig.  2, the trading volume (series P) is [29017700, 28408600, 
22431600, 22889300, 25124300]. Series T represents the daily closing prices [168.804779, 
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171.981339, 171.177277, 172.864822, 173.4505]. PX is the minimum of series P, which 
is 22431600. At that same point in time (4/11/18), the value in series T (or TX) is 
171.177277. Therefore, the newly proposed method as outlined previously is as follows.

As (((TX) − (T(X − 1))) ÷ (T(X − 1))) ×100 or ((171.177277) − (171.981339))/
((171.981339)) * 100 < 0, a forecast for a declining trend on a 1  week timeframe was 
produced. On the same week, applying exponential smoothing on the closing prices 
indicated the following rising trend (Fig. 3).

In this example, exponential smoothing indicated a rising trend whereas the new 
method indicated a declining trend on the price data for 1 week ahead.

For the subsequent week, AAPL stock prices closed as follows (Fig. 4).
In this case, the new method accurately forecast the declining trend.

A =

(

(PX)

µ[P1 . . .PN−1,PN ]
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

(TX)−(T (X−1))

(T (X−1))

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

× 100

A = ((0.877115) + |((171.177277)− (171.981339))÷ ((171.981339))| ) ∗ 100

A = 88.179

Fig. 2 Apple stock daily closing prices and trading volume for the week of April 9th, 2018
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The same forecasting method was applied to data on asylum seekers of Afghan ori-
gin the same way (Fig. 5).

In this example, series P is the monthly reports of conflict in Afghanistan for 2007 
[2578, 2970, 4157, 5431, 7079, 7126, 5696, 4286, 5078, 4523, 4676, 3587]. Series T is 
the number of Asylum seekers worldwide of Afghan origin for that same year [875, 
631, 785, 754, 780, 717, 641, 693, 834, 870, 876, 825].

In this example, the lowest value in series P was in January of 2007, when the value in 
series T was 875. The previous value in series T for December of 2006 was 814, which 
must be known to find (T(X − 1). When the lowest point in series P corresponds with 
the first value in series T, the last value for the previous year (or week in the case of 
stocks) was always used as (T(X − 1).

After applying the formula, A  = 61.5901. (((TX) − (T(X − 1))) ÷(T(X − 1))) × 100 > 0 in 
this instance, therefore a forecast for a rising trend on a 1 year timeframe was produced.

Meanwhile, exponential smoothing indicated the following declining trend (Fig. 6).
Actual asylum application for the subsequent year (2008) was as follows (Fig. 7).
In this case, the new method also accurately forecast the rising trend.

Fig. 3 Apple stock closing prices with and without exponential smoothing

Fig. 4 AAPL closing prices for the week following the forecast made on the data in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5 Afghan asylum seekers and reports of violence in Afghanistan for each month of 2007

Fig. 6 Afghan asylum seekers with and without the application of exponential smoothing
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The testing process

Accuracy was measured simply as the percentage of forecasts that were true on the 
given timeframe out of the total number of forecasts made for the testing period of 
each time series. All forecasts were classified as either true or false after examination 
of the subsequent week (for stock prices) or year (for asylum seeker figures). After-
wards, statistical confidence intervals were established for all testing on stock data. 
The purpose of the testing was to establish the accuracy of the various approaches 
for using the newly proposed method outlined below, both in conjunction and in 
contrast with exponential smoothing.

The forecast testing process for each set of data individually was to.

1. Use the training period to establish the mean and minimum A value for the newly 
proposed method which accurately forecast a rising or declining trend for series T.

2. Apply the newly proposed method on the testing period; whenever A was below the 
mean accurate value established in the above process, exponential smoothing was 
deferred to instead. Accuracy was measured for this joint approach. In the results 
section, this approach will be referred to as the “combined method”.

3. Use the minimum accurate A value from the training period as the threshold 
(instead of the mean accurate A value). If A was below that threshold during the test-
ing period, the forecast was negated. By this is meant that the initial forecast was 
anticipated to be false if A was below the aforementioned threshold, and the opposite 
trend was projected instead. Accuracy was measured for this approach. In the results 
section, this will be referred to as “low A threshold”.

Fig. 7 Afghan asylum seekers through 2008
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4. Establish the accuracy of the newly proposed method alone on the testing period 
without an A threshold. In the results section, this will be referred to as the “new 
method alone”.

5. Establish the accuracy of exponential smoothing used alone on the testing period as 
a baseline.

Results
Presented below are the results of the tests as per the process previously described.

All results are presented in the order of most accurate to least accurate. The 95% 
confidence interval for the stock price forecasting results is also displayed. The same 
percentage values occur because all testing periods consisted of nine forecast tests, 
which were classified as either true or false.

Afghan asylum seeker trend forecasting

Below are the test results for Afghan asylum seeker figures.
Mean accurate A value from training period: 78.7525.

Method Percent 
accuracy 
(%)

New method alone 77.78

Low A threshold 44.44

Exponential smoothing 44.44

Combined method 33.33

Apple stock

Below are the test results for Apple stock, listed as AAPL on NASDAQ.
Mean accurate A value: 77.2926.

Method Percent 
accuracy 
(%)

Low A threshold 88.89

New method alone 77.78

Combined method 77.78

Exponential smoothing 33.33
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Amazon stock

Below are the test results for Amazon stock, listed as AMZN on NASDAQ.
Mean accurate A value: 74.1332.

Method Percent 
accuracy 
(%)

Low A threshold 88.89

New method alone 88.89

Combined method 88.89

Exponential smoothing 66.67

General Electric stock

Below are the test results for General Electric, listed as GE on the NYSE.
Mean accurate A value: 76.1532.

Method Percent 
accuracy 
(%)

Combined method 88.89

Low A threshold 66.67

New method alone 66.67

Exponential smoothing 56.56

Alcoa Corp. stock

Below are the test results for Alcoa Corporation stock, listed as AA on NASDAQ.
Mean accurate A value: 68.4996.

Method Percent 
accuracy 
(%)

New method alone 77.78

Low A threshold 55.56

Combined method 33.33

Exponential smoothing 22.22

Intel stock

Below are the test results for Intel stock, listed as INTC on NASDAQ.
Mean accurate A value: 79.0145.

Method Percent 
accuracy 
(%)

New method alone 77.78

Low A threshold 44.44

Combined method 33.33

Exponential smoothing 33.33
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Confidence intervals for all methods on stock market data

Below is the 95% CI for the accuracy of each method on the stocks of interest, based on 
the test results presented above.

95% CI

Method Upper bound (%) Lower bound (%)

New method alone 87.53 68.03

Low A threshold 94.57 44.2

Combined method 100 28.7

Exponential smoothing 65.32 19.52

Discussion
For tests on stock market data, the 95% confidence interval suggests the accuracy of the 
newly proposed method is the most reliable for investing applications, and is entirely 
within the profitable range. However, results of the combined method and low A thresh-
old approaches yield confidence intervals which are not reliable for investing applica-
tions, as the lower bound is below 50% in both cases. The confidence intervals for the 
accuracy of exponential smoothing show the lowest range in contrast with all other 
approaches tested within the parameters of this study, confirming the initial hypothesis.

Based on the test results on stock market data, the first question that comes to mind is 
why the results are more promising for Apple and Amazon stock. All three approaches 
which make use of the new method (new method alone, combined method, and low A 
threshold) perform better on AAPL and AMZN than they do on other stocks. The mean 
accuracy of these three approaches is 81.4833% for AAPL stock, and 88.89% for AMZN 
stock. For all other stocks, the mean accuracy of the same three approaches is 74.0767% 
or less. Regarding this point, the work of Yao et al. [4] and is invoked again, as well as 
that of Kim et  al. [5]. Both of these studies suggest that Google search interest is not 
useful for forecasting trends in prices or returns for various tradable securities including 
crude oil and stocks. The test results of this paper suggest an altogether different kind of 
relationship with Google search interest, however. Results tentatively suggest a positive 

Fig. 8 Google search interest in the stocks the new forecasting method was applied to in this study. Image 
courtesy of Google Trends [20]
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correlation between Google Index search interest and the reliability of the newly pro-
posed method of trend forecasting. Google Index search interest on each of the 5 stocks 
analyzed in this paper is presented below.

As can readily be seen in Fig.  8, “Amazon stock” is ranked highest for interest as a 
search term on Google, followed by “Apple stock”. The most logical reason for this poten-
tial correlation is that increased Google Index search interest in a stock indicates more 
trading interest from the general masses of less-informed traders. This can make a stock 
more susceptible to being bought and sold on behalf of a large number of non-profes-
sional traders likely to react to news, whereas more informed institutions and traders 
operate on sophisticated strategy, in-depth research, and even inside industry knowl-
edge on the same stock. This may create a more pronounced distinction between reac-
tionary news-based trading and strategic informed trading, which may accentuate the 
difference between the so-called primary and background factors which influence the 
price. Therefore, these stocks may better suit the new method presented in this paper. 
The other stock test results, however, did not correspond with the Google search interest 
in the same order. Additional investigation will be needed on this potential correlation in 
the future. For Afghan asylum seeker trend forecasts, the newly proposed method alone 
was more accurate than exponential smoothing alone by 33.34%.

Conclusion
In this paper, the results of a newly proposed trend forecasting method which identifies 
the effects of unknown exogenous variables are examined when used in conjunction, and 
in comparison, with exponential smoothing. The empirical results confirm the original 
hypothesis, which anticipated combining the newly proposed method with exponential 
smoothing would be more successful than using exponential smoothing alone to fore-
cast the upwards/downwards extrapolation of the trend. Surprisingly, however, a more 
useful confidence interval is indicated when the new method is used alone without an A 
value reliability threshold. The confidence intervals suggest that the approach presented 
in this paper can be an additional tool for growing wealth more effectively, and anticipat-
ing geopolitical events more acutely. The possible link between Google search interest 
and the reliability of the newly proposed method will be further explored on a wider 
range of financial securities. Furthermore, investigating integration of the newly pro-
posed method into machine learning models will also be a worthwhile future endeavor.
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